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Family Nadiya's Family Family and 

Identity

Documentary 

series

Nadiya, winner of the The Great British Bake Off, has always felt 

very British despite her Bangladeshi heritage. She decides to 

visit Bangladesh, where her parents, cousins, and grandmother 

help her connect to the culture of her family's home country.

Family

Countries and 

nationalities

Present simple, 

third person "s"

Possesive 

adjectives

How family and 

place influence 

our identity

Geography

Art and Design

World rights

10 years 

Download available 

Nature Sloth Calendar How animals live Documentary short Photographer Lucy travels to Costa Rica in the hope of capturing 

one of the most popular wild animals, the sloth. She explores a 

sloth sanctuary and learns about their living habits, shooting 

them for her famous sloth calendar. 

Nature

Verbs (things that 

animals do)

Months

Present simple 

(third person 

singular) 

Determiners: a, the, 

every, other, 

another

Nature
Science

World rights

10 years 

Download available 

Inventions Crazy Rides Unusual vehicles 

and their makers

Documentary short We follow inventors Mark and Theon as they rebuild cars to 

create new and innovative modes of transport. Mark converts 

an aeroplane into a car, and Theon combines a boat and a truck. 

The question is: will they work?

Transport Past simple 

(irregular verbs)

Inventions
Design and 

Technology

History

Information 

literacy

World rights

10 years 

Download available 

Free time Skate Brothers The time we spend 

on our hobbies

Documentary short Zion is an eight-year-old skateboarding sensation, and has been 

performing tricks and winning competitions for years. Talent 

runs in the family, as Zion's brother Jax is only two and is already 

following in his brother’s footsteps.

Free time

Family

Question order Free time
Drama

Art and Media

World rights

10 years 

Download available 
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Technology Volcano Adventure Technology in 

extreme conditions

Documentary short Sam Cossman explores the world’s most dangerous places and 

uses innovative technology to capture footage that has never 

been seen before. He shares his mission to the depths of an 

active volcano where he captures VR footage inside the crater.

Technology 

Prepositions of 

place

"Get" collocations

Plurals

A/an/the

The importance of 

technology for 

work

Geography

Science

World rights 

10 years

Download available 

Holidays Sky Lodge: An 

Unusual Hotel

A challenging 

holiday

Factual 

entertainment

Tony and Thomas embark on a stay at The Sky Lodge, a hotel 

suspended on a Peruvian cliff. From climbing a vertical rock face 

to their room, to zip lining to the ground at great speed, it’s a 

unique adventure.

Common 

adjectives

Routines

Present simple 

Present continuous 

Why do people like 

to stay in unusual 

places?

Tourism

Science

Environmental 

literacy

All territories 

except USA

10 years

Download available 

School Japanese High 

School Life

A different school Vlogger Sophie, a German vlogger, documents her experiences as an 

exchange student at Japanese High School. School life couldn't 

be more different from her hometown, with a scenic journey, a 

'no shoes' policy, and traditional Japanese delicacies to enjoy at 

lunch. 

School Past simple (regular 

and irregular verbs)

Food for fun Design World rights

10 years

Download available 

Food Picnic Snack Ideas Snack ideas for a 

summer picnic

Vlogger Follow Monica, Martine and Emma's advice on how to prepare 

for a summer picnic with their fun and easy recipes: instant 

cheesecake and mango lemonade. These straightforward ideas 

are just the ticket for some outdoor summer fun with friends!

Food (ingredients)

Verbs (cooking) 

Countable and 

uncountable nouns

Food for fun Cookery

Media

World rights

10 years

Download available 
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Home The Fairy Tale 

House

Favourite homes Vlogger Lifestyle vlogger Bee loves small houses and she has found the 

perfect example. She shows us round a real-life fairy tale 

cottage that has to be seen to be believed.

Rooms in the 

house

Furniture

Adjectives to 

describe places 

There is, there are What makes an 

ideal home?

Art and Media

Media literacy

World rights

10 years

Download available 

Travel Nadiya's Journey A journey through 

Bangladesh

Documentary series TV chef Nadiya Hussain seeks to broaden her experience of 

Bangladesh, and explore everything city culture has to offer. 

However, it’s nothing like travelling in the UK. From passenger 

ferries to rickshaws and even small boats for city travel, every 

journey is unique.

Transport

Prepositions of 

place 

There is/there are Travel
Science

Media Literacy

Environmental 

literacy

World rights

10 years 

Download available 
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Literature Chris, the Comic 

Book Writer

Following a dream Documentary Manhattan-based Chris is a comic book writer on a quest to 

pursue his dream and get his book on the stands. He has 

commissioned artwork and even shot a short firm to showcase 

the character he has created: The Protector.

Storytelling Uses of infinitive 

with to

Relative pronouns

What makes a 

good story? 

Literature World rights 

10 years

Download available 

Future Food Growing Cities Using cities to 

grow food

Documentary Dan and Andrew travel the USA seeking a solution for urban 

farming, to help people in cities find the quality fresh food 

needed for a healthy lifestyle. They compare empty lots in 

Detroit with the dense population of New York.

Food

Cities

Used to How to solve the 

problem with fresh 

food in big cities

Biology

Geography

Business and 

entrepreneurial 

literacy

All territories 

except Finland

11 years

Download available 

Future The Climate 

Heroes

Future and 

environment

Documentary Six innovative thinkers have come together to combat the 

environmental challenges suffered by rural California. In an 

attempt to prevent dangerous forest fires, they work with real 

engineers to develop a prototype screensaver, with cameras 

that can monitor the forest.

Environment

Problems and 

solutions

Time and sequence 

connectors

Are children better 

than adults at 

solving problems?

Science

Art and Media

Environmental 

literacy

Media literacy

World rights 

10 years

Download available 

History Living in 1927 Life in the past Documentary series Three families go back in time and adopt the lifestyle of 1920s 

coal-mining communities. As today's technology is an integral 

part of our lives, we see how the families manage cooking, 

washing, work, and leisure without it.

Homes

Entertainment and 

technology

Have to Was life better or 

worse in the past?

History

Art and Media

World rights 

10 years

Download available 
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People Sharing Life with 

1,000 Cats

An unusual choice Documentary short Lynnea lives with 1,000 cats. She devotes her home and all her 

time to rescuing strays. We follow Lynnea and her volunteers for 

a day to learn about how they feed and look after such a huge 

number of animals.

Numbers

Animals 

Past and present 

tenses

Quantifiers 

The consequences 

of helping others

Business Studies 

Art and Design

World rights 

10 years

Download available 

Travel A Different Kind of 

Journey

Alternative travel Documentary short British photographer Timothy Allen experiences life on the 

move, following a large Nomadic family in Mongolia. He 

witnesses their unique travels as they move their possessions, 

pop-up shelters, and hundreds of animals across the snowy Altai 

mountains.

Travel

Weather

Prepositional 

phrases

The  rewards of 

alternative travel

Art and Media

Geography

Information literacy

All territories 

except Finland

11 years

Download available 

Sports Bionic Boots Improving the 

human body

Factual 

entertainment 

series

Justin is travelling around the world to learn about futuristic 

inventions. He meets Keahi, whose Bionic Boots allow him to 

run faster than any other human. Justin challenges Keahi to a 

race: bicycle versus boots. Who will win?

Sports

Action/movement 

verbs

Comparatives The potential of 

the human body

Design and 

Technology

Business studies

All territories 

except North 

America

10 years

Download available 

Food What can you buy 

for €1 in a 

Norwegian 

supermarket? 

Supermarket food Vlogger Monica, a Portuguese vlogger living in Norway, carries out an 

experiment to reveal the true cost of living. How much food can 

she buy in her local supermarket for one euro or less? The 

answer might surprise you.

Food items

Other food related 

terms

Countable and 

uncountable

The real price of 

food

Cookery

Geography

Economics

World rights 

10 years

Download available 

Art and media Sophie's Costume Arts and crafts Vlogger Sophie, a vlogger from Germany, loves gaming. We follow as she 

explores her passion and creates costumes from scratch for the 

two biggest gaming events of the year: Cosplay and Gamescom. 

Art and media

Learning

Past simple What life skills can 

your hobby teach 

you?

Textile art

Art and Media

World rights

10 years

Download available
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Performing 

arts

Can a Computer 

Write a Hit 

Musical?

Computer 

generated Art

Documentary West End theatre producers and computer scientists are an 

unlikely match, but they join forces in an experiment to create 

the world's first computer-generated musical. We watch from 

the wings as they battle to get the show ready in time.

Performing arts

Strong adjectives

Intensifiers

Connectors 

Question tags

Can computers 

make art?

Literature and 

Media

Art

World rights

5 years with option 

to extend

Download available

Relationships Two very Different 

Brothers

Relationships and 

differences

Documentary Ivan, a millionaire entrepreneur, and David, a free-spirit with 

little money, are two brothers who have struggled because of 

their differences. Over 30 years later, they are set to reunite to 

see if they can salvage their relationship. 

Jobs

Relationships

Defining and 

non-defining 

relative clauses

Maintaining a good 

relationship with 

family

Social Science

Media literacy

World rights

10 years

Download available

Facing Fears Shona Faces her 

Fears

Facing Fears Documentary Shona loved horse riding before she was badly injured in an 

accident. We follow Shona on her journey to rebuilding her 

confidence, as she faces her fears and conquers her anxiety at 

Jockey School.

Danger/Risk

Phrasal verbs

Used to The reasons for 

our fears

Art and Design

Social Science

World rights

5 years with option 

to extend

Download available

Education Debate Challenge: 

A Life Lesson

Education and 

learning

Documentary series A group of students at Kingsford School have a lot to say, but 

want to learn how to say it effectively. They learn the art of 

debate to hone their communication skills, before entering a 

debating competition. Can they win?

Education

Politics

Can, could, be able 

to

Debating as a 

learning tool

Should children be 

able to vote at 14?

History

Environmental 

literacy

World rights

6 years with option 

to extend

Download available
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Food Soul Food The meaning of 

food

Documentary short South London offers an impressive array of global delicacies, 

with cuisines from North Africa, the Middle East, Jamaica and 

more. We learn why these stall and shop owners dedicate so 

much time and effort to making food for their communities.

Food 

Senses

Countries and 

nationalities

Present simple and 

continuous

The benefits of 

eating together 

Maths 

History

World rights

10 years

Download available

Volunteering Volunteer 

Hairdresser

Why helping 

someone makes 

you feel good

Documentary short Josh and Jade are volunteers who offer their time and talents 

helping the homeless community. Josh gives free haircuts, and 

Jade helps homeless people’s dogs. We see them work with 

locals in need on the streets of East London.

Volunteering

Social media

"Make" 

collocations

Past tense review What can you do 

to help in your 

community?

Art and Design

Information literacy

World rights

10 years

Download available

People Shake my Beauty Beauty and 

appearance

Documentary short Seventeen-year-old Hayley suffers from a skin condition called 

acne, which causes lots of painful pimples. Despite struggling at 

first, she has learned to embrace her appearance and her 

new-found confidence is now helping others too.

Adjectives for 

feelings

Feel/Feel like

Present perfect vs. 

Past simple

What is beauty? Science

Media Literacy

Health literacy

World rights

10 years

Download available

Feelings and 

emotions

Speaking Through 

Poetry

How people’s 

experiences shape 

their hopes and 

feelings

Documentary short Lucrecia, a young Londoner, explains how she uses poetry as an 

outlet to express herself. Featuring excerpts of poetry 

performance, the lives of British ethnic minority communities 

are brought to the forefront in this story about self-expression.

Self/feelings Past tenses 

Comparatives and 

superlatives

What is poetry? Social Studies

Journalism

World rights

10 years

Download available

Creativity Pottery Challenge Creative challenges Factual 

entertainment

A group of artists put their creative skills to the test. They must 

work against the clock to create a set of tiles, before showing 

their work to the judges. There can only be one winner.

Art and creativity Comparatives 

Superlatives

How do you judge 

art? 

What makes TV 

competition shows 

exciting?

Art History

Maths/Art and 

design

Global awareness

World rights

10 years

Download available
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Health Truths about 

Common Illnesses

Mind and body Factual 

entertainment

Doctors Helen and Javid are on a mission to reveal the truth 

behind popular myths about the common cold. Javid takes on 

freezing weather without a coat, and Helen is shocked to find 

out how far sneezes can spread.

Health

Science

Direct vs reported 

questions

Questioning the 

reliability of 

scientific 

experiments

Science

Art and Design

World rights

5 years with option 

to extend

Download available

Work How to Make 

Money and Travel 

Full Time

Inside secrets of a 

travel vlogger

Vlogger YouTubers Bee and Theo are full-time travellers with virtual 

careers, which they conduct from their narrow boat and their 

van. From YouTube videos to stock photos and blogging, they 

explain how they earn money while being constantly on the 

move.

Work

Travel

Compound nouns

Quantifiers What do we want 

from our working 

life?

Social Science

Art and Design

World rights

10 years

Download available


